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Abstract

Global interconnect is commonly regarded as a key potential bottleneck to the advancing performance of high-speed integrated circuits. Previous work has suggested that local interconnect effects can be managed through a deep submicron design hierarchy that uses 50,000 to 100,000 gate modules as primitive building blocks. This work aims to examine interconnect at the global level to determine if there are any significant roadblocks which will prevent National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors expectations regarding clock speed from being met. Specifically, the issues of global RC delay, signal time-of-flight, inductance, clock and power distribution, and noise are studied. Results indicate that, while global clock frequencies will necessarily be lower than local clock speeds, NTRS expectations should be attainable to the 50-nm technology generation. Achieving these high clock speeds (10 GHz local clock) will be aided by the use of a newly proposed routing hierarchy which limits interconnect effects at each level of a design (local, isochronous, and global).

1. Introduction

Deep submicron (DSM) effects have been proposed as potential showstoppers to the continuing advancements in integrated circuit performance. Examples of DSM effects include the rising RC delay of on-chip wiring, noise issues such as crosstalk and delay deterioration, and increasing power dissipation. These issues have been addressed in a number of recent works with the general conclusion that interconnect effects will dominate performance in DSM designs.

In a recent tutorial [1], the authors presented an alternative analysis of such DSM effects and analyzed how they are likely to impact future design methodologies. We proposed a new DSM design methodology based on the use of 50,000 to 100,000 gate modules as primitive building blocks. Within these modules, it was shown that interconnect effects will not dominate performance in future high-speed designs. For instance, intramodular interconnect delay comprises < 40% of the total delay even when considering pessimistic noise assumptions. Likewise, power density of a module remains fairly constant over the range of technologies studied (0.25 to 0.1 µm) meaning power can be expected to scale with chip area. Discrepancies between the results of [1] and that of previous work (e.g. [2]) can primarily be explained by the inclusion of device sizing and scaling wirelengths in the former. Furthermore, the proposed modular design methodology is highly compatible with a reuse oriented design approach in that a wide variety of intellectual property (IP) blocks (e.g. embedded microprocessor cores) can be implemented within the given size range.

In [1] global wiring was included in the critical path delay analysis by approximating a typical global wirelength (1 cm in 0.25 µm, scaled by 15% / generation) and optimally buffering it with respect to delay. However, a more detailed analysis is necessary since there are a host of global interconnect problems that were not sufficiently addressed there. To motivate this work, we begin by noting that semiconductor processing is advancing at such a rate as to enable the integration of hundreds and even thousands of 50,000 to 100,000 gate blocks at sub-0.1 µm process geometries. Block-level placement and routing of 1000’s of such modules under global timing, power, noise, and area constraints is the major design challenge of DSM (see Figure 1).

This companion paper to [1] seeks to analyze and quantify the global impact of interconnect on future high-performance designs as outlined in the 1997 National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (NTRS) [2]. Specifically, this work focuses on microprocessors as these designs achieve the highest performance and will meet the limitations of global interconnect first. The main question to be answered is whether or not the new design methodology of [1] will create significant or insurmountable problems in global routing. Other key questions concerning global interconnect to be examined include:

- Over what sized region will we be able to propagate a high-speed signal (> 1 GHz) across chip in a single clock cycle?
  - Including increasing die sizes up to 750 mm²
- Can a high-speed clock be distributed reliably across a chip in light of increasing die sizes and process variation?
- Does noise at the global level pose a significant signal reliability concern?
- Will inductance result in severely degraded signal integrity?

Each of these topics will be discussed in detail, beginning with primary delay issues such as signal time-of-flight and scaling of global wires. In addition, a new routing hierarchy is proposed for DSM designs which complements the design hierarchy of [1]. To demonstrate, a representative back-end process for 50-nm microprocessors is suggested.

Figure 1. The design challenge in DSM is the assembly of 1000’s of 50-100K gate modules considering chip-level interconnect effects.
2. Primary Delay Issues

The foremost problem posed by long interconnect in DSM is that of the reverse scaling properties exhibited by wiring. This well-documented phenomenon implies that continual scaling (i.e. shrinking) of global interconnect, in conjunction with rising die sizes, will soon limit the attainable clock frequencies in a microprocessor. For instance, beginning with the 180-nm technology generation, the NTRS predicts a divergence of global and local clock frequencies due to the impact of global interconnect. In this section we look at the concepts of signal time-of-flight and global conductor dimensions and the constraints they put on global communication.

2.1 Time-of-flight

Larger die sizes and higher clock frequencies predicted in [2] imply that time-of-flight will become an upper bound on speed. The time-of-flight (TOF) for a signal is given by:

\[ \text{TOF} = \frac{33.33 \sqrt{\varepsilon}}{w} \text{ps/cm} \]  

Here, \( \varepsilon \) is the dielectric constant of the medium (~4.0 for SiO\(_2\)). For example, a 750 mm\(^2\) die, as predicted for the 50-nm technology generation [2], cannot support a global clock frequency greater than 5.48 GHz using Manhattan routing techniques. This value is an upper bound since it uses air as a dielectric and the entire clock cycle to traverse the longest potential path. A more realistic value would allot 80% of the clock cycle to this path and use a dielectric constant of ~1.5, resulting in a maximum global clock speed of 3.58 GHz. This speed is near the projected global frequency of 3 GHz, but it is more interesting to look at the impact of TOF on local clocking (isochronous) regions.

As mentioned above, [2] predicts a divergence of global and local clock speeds in future designs. Clearly, due to TOF restrictions alone, an entire 750 mm\(^2\) die could not support global clock frequencies in the range of 10 GHz (see Figure 2). Due to advances in processing, this clock speed will be realizable as approximately the delay through 10 loaded stages in a 50-nm process. Given this divergence of clock speeds, TOF limitations on signal propagation do not play the major role in CMOS designs down to 50-nm; other effects such as RC delay, inductance, and reliable clock distribution will be more limiting factors. Figure 2 reinforces this point by illustrating the relationship between TOF delays and die size. It is also interesting to note that the implementation of new low-k dielectric materials tends to offset the larger die size to provide a fairly constant maximum signal TOF for each technology generation. For instance, we expect a pathological corner-to-corner signal to have a time-of-flight of ~220 ps regardless of technology node. Although this value does not increase due to the use of low-k materials, even a constant value will eventually render TOF issues important for global signaling. However, at 50-nm, this effect is still not dominant.

2.2 Scaled Global Wiring

The current wiring paradigm calls for shrinking metal pitches at each generation in order to maintain sufficient routing densities. This is appropriate at the local level where wirelengths also decrease with scaling due to smaller gate sizes. In addition, this paradigm has worked at the global level before the DSM regime since RC delays of even global wires were insignificant compared to gate delays and clock cycle times. However, shrinking clock periods and transistor delays puts the current wiring scheme in danger. To examine more closely, a nominal global wiring pitch of 2 \( \mu \)m is used as a point of reference at 250-nm. For each successive technology shrink, the global wiring pitch is reduced by a factor of 0.75. This leads to a final wiring pitch at 50-nm of 0.48 \( \mu \)m. Aspect ratio is held at 1.5 for all technologies, which is in keeping with published reports by leading manufacturers [3].

With this wiring pitch, we incorporate the material properties listed in Table 1 to find critical line lengths and optimal buffer sizes. Critical line length is a concept based on the fact that there is an optimal wirelength for each metal level -- wirelengths longer than this should be broken up using repeaters [4]. Since the pathological corner-to-corner wirelength will always be much longer than this critical line length (\( L_{crit} \)), we can use these two values to determine the number of repeaters needed to drive such a wire. Results are included in Table 1. Given this information, we now calculate the minimum delay for a pathological wire using repeaters and scaled global wire dimensions. Figure 3 compares this minimum delay for two wire widths to the global clock time supplied in the NTRS. We see that beyond a certain point the delay actually increases since the wire RC product is rising at the same time that the line length is increasing. Clearly, the scaling of global conductors is not compatible with the expected rise in global clock speeds. This trend has been noticed by industry as well; IBM's 0.18 \( \mu \)m generation is scheduled to have a larger global metal pitch than the previous generation.

Figure 4 explores the power ramifications of using scaled global
wires: $L_{\text{crit}}$ drops quickly due to rising line resistance, resulting in huge amounts of repeaters. At 50-nm, this wiring paradigm will consume ~40% of the projected total power for only global interconnect distribution (repeaters + wires) while yielding severely degraded performance.

To help integrate power considerations, a modification is made to Bakoglu’s optimal buffer sizing expression [5] to provide an area-optimal buffer size. By multiplying a weighted area function ($W^{1/3}$) by the delay, we obtain a new objective function. Since optimization of delay alone usually results in overly large buffers with high power requirements, we have used the weighted area function to power and delay concerns. The product of $T_d$ and $W^{1/3}$ is then differentiated and the minimum value is found at:

$$w_{\text{opt-area}} = \frac{0.541}{R \cdot C_{\text{in}}} \left( -0.231R_{\text{dev}}C_{\text{out}} - 0.126R_{\text{w}}C_w \right) + \frac{0.053R_{\text{dev}}^2C_{\text{out}}^2 + 0.058R_{\text{dev}}C_{\text{out}}R_{\text{w}}C_w}{0.016R_{\text{w}}^2C_w + 1.708R_{\text{dev}}C_{\text{in}}R_{\text{w}}C_w} \left( \frac{1}{3} \right) \quad (2)$$

This expression gives a smaller value of $W$ than the original formulation in [5]; the delay is consequently higher but the area and power savings are considerable. At line lengths that approach $L_{\text{crit}}$, this formula gives areas that are typically 50 to 65% smaller than [5]. The delay penalty remains under 20% until the line length is about 1/4 of $L_{\text{crit}}$, at which point the delay is not substantial (Figure 5). At $L_{\text{crit}}$, the typical delay penalty is ~11%. As a simpler approximation to (2), we have found that at $L_{\text{crit}}$, the $w_{\text{opt-area}}$ is 50.8% of $w_{\text{opt}}$ from [5] or simply 1/2.

### 2.3 Fat Wiring

#### 2.3.1 Performance Analysis

The use of fat, or unscaled, wires at the global metal levels was first suggested in [6]. Unscaled wiring has the benefit of a fixed low RC delay at the expense of fewer available routing tracks. In this work, we present a more comprehensive analysis of the performance and routing impact of using such fat wires. Let us first examine the performance aspect of fat wires. Fat wires in this work have a pitch of 2 µm and a thickness of 1.5 µm. The resistance of a cladded copper wire at these dimensions is 147 Ω/cm. Capacitance varies from approximately 2 pF/cm to ~0.75 pF/cm in 50-nm technology. Figure 6 explores the maximum reachable distance, $L_{\text{max}}$, for a minimum-pitch fat wire at each generation of interest. $L_{\text{max}}$ is defined as the distance that can be traveled in 80% of the global clock cycle predicted in the NTRS. This is compared to the pathological corner-to-corner wirelength, $2*D_c$. NTRS values for die size are used in the expectation that they will present an upper-bound on chip area according to current design trends. We see that, even with fat wires, corner-to-corner wirelengths cannot be accommodated past 180-nm.

However, the situation is not as bad as it appears. Based on empirical data and global wirelength models [7,8], we project that the percentage of global wires with lengths > $L_{\text{max}}$ is very small, under 2% throughout. Proper floorplanning may be able to further limit these wires. In addition, when using larger than minimum linewidths, $L_{\text{max}}$ increases such that, even at 50-nm, it exceeds $2*D_c$. Thus, for very long wires (a very small portion of the total global picture), wiresizing techniques can be used to maintain acceptable performance at the penalty of increased power. Table 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of wiresizing at 50-nm. By doubling the linewidth from the minimum, $L_{\text{crit}}$ rises by 26% which translates directly to $L_{\text{max}}$ since repeaters reduce delay dependency to linear. Two scenarios are shown: 1) spacing is kept at minimum, and 2) spacing is equal to line-width. The second case has severe routing resource penalties with little performance gains. Figure 7 revisits the power issue using fat wires and repeaters. We find that power is actually slightly decreased from the alternative scenario using scaled wires. Furthermore, NTRS global clock frequencies can be met throughout the roadmap using fat wires. Also, the use of area-optimal repeaters rather than delay-optimal (80% area-optimal, corresponding to less critical paths) reduces global interconnect...
power consumption significantly, by ~30% at 50-nm technology.

2.3.2 Routing Resources

To assess the impact of large-pitch wiring on routing resources, this section introduces several analytical models. In the discussion, we will focus on the logic portion of a design as the wiring requirements for memory are generally much lower than that for logic. Ideal routing capacity is reduced by several factors including power distribution, via blockage, and clock routing.

The power distribution network uses significant routing resources, especially at the top layers. In this work, power grid dimensions are found by limiting the peak IR voltage drop to under 4% of $V_{dd}$. Analytical expressions are derived in Section 7 to describe the IR drop of an arbitrary layer as a function of metal linewidth. When reliability constraints are met, the percentage of routing resources used is calculated for each metal layer.

It has been estimated empirically that for metal layers with equivalent pitches, an upper layer blocks 12-15% of an underlying layer due to its need to connect to the substrate using vias [6]. However, when larger metal pitches are used on higher levels, the amount of blockage can be reduced if we use fixed-size vias. The relationship between via blockage and metal pitch can be shown to be linear in this case. With a multilevel interconnect system, vias connecting the top layer to the substrate necessarily block all underlying levels. Thus, metal one is blocked by all subsequent layers, resulting in a sizable loss in its routing capacity. Fortunately upper layers have significantly larger pitches than bottom levels, reducing the via penalties associated with multilevel interconnect.

Clock distribution also serves to reduce available routing resources. Due to the regularity of H-tree structures, the total wiring required for such a network can be found fairly accurately. Given the number of clusters in the H-tree (see Section 5), the total wirelength is given by a simple analytical expression in terms of the chip-side length. Additional “within-cluster” routing is approximated using a heuristic that allocates wires from the central driver to the perimeter of the cluster in all directions.

Routing tools cannot fully utilize all the available routing resources for a given design. This is mainly due to the algorithms used within the routing tools. This effect is modeled by first calculating the available routing resources after clock routing, power/ground routing, and via blockages. At this point, the routing area is multiplied by a routing efficiency factor to give the estimated available routing resources. This routing efficiency factor is set at 0.5 in this work, which is based on discussions with industry CAD engineers.

Based on the above models, the wirability of a generic 50-nm microprocessor has been studied to determine the feasibility of the fat wiring scheme. Global wires are defined as any wires leaving a 50,000 gate module. We further classify these global wires into semi-global and global. Wires which leave an isochronous region are termed global wires as they will run at the slower global clock frequency and are routed on fat wiring levels. Wires that leave modules but not their isochronous regions are termed semi-global and are routed on semi-global wiring, which is not considered to be fat wires (i.e. they scale from process to process). This routing hierarchy is discussed further in the next section. Routing resources for both semi-global and global wiring is considered.

There are found to be 100 isochronous regions, each of which contains 35 modules of 50,000 gates each. This design corresponds to a 50% logic (device count) microprocessor where 67% of the chip area is used for logic. Designs with extensive memory (75% or more) will be more likely to be wirable.

We assume that semi-global routing will use dimensions that are 3X the minimum allowable. For 50-nm, this corresponds to a contacted pitch of 0.45 µm. Aspect ratio is set at two to compromise between resistance and noise effects [9]. Based on Rant’s rule [10], an average intra-isochronous wirelength of 1.15 mm is found for fan-out of two. While this value may seem small, it is actually greater than 50% of the isochronous region side-length. With an expected average wiring pitch of 1.5*$P_{min}$ (conservatively allowing for wiresizing), the total required semi-global routing resources for each isochronous region is 3.32 mm².

Available routing is now determined, starting with 2 levels of semi-global wires. If the requirements exceed capacity, a third semi-global level will be required. Via blockage depends on upper layers which have not yet been assigned – we use final results of fat wiring optimization to yield accurate results. Via blockage for the uppermost layer is 16% and for the underlying layer, 29%. Minimum-pitch wiring is found to be acceptable for power distribution with wiring usage of less than 2%. Clock distribution is performed on fat wiring layers so its impact on semi-global resources is neglected. With a routing efficiency of 0.5 we find these 2 layers to provide 3.84 mm² of routing, which is greater than the requirements. Note, however, that significant wiresizing such that the average pitch exceeds 2*$P_{min}$ would yield an unwirable design.

Let us now examine global routing. Using the same approach as before, (where the global Rent’s exponent is slightly smaller due to floorplanning emphasis and potential delay penalties associated with global routing) the average wirelength is calculated to be 7.84 mm (with fan-out of 2). There will be nets with much longer lengths than this, however many signals will only need to travel from one isochronous region to its neighbor. The length of such a net will be in the range of 2-3 mm. Therefore, this wirelength is a conservative intermediate value between relatively rare pathological lines and more typical shorter global wires. Routing requirements are determined with an average wiring pitch of 2*$P_{min}$. We use a wider average pitch here than in the semi-global case because we anticipate the use of shielding wires in order to deal with inductance. This will limit routing density and serve to increase the effective wiring pitch somewhat. Recall that very few (<2%) fat wires will require wiresizing to achieve delay targets. At this point, we determined the need for 2 classes of fat wires. The extreme wires (L >> L_{avg}) require very fat wiring tracks. However, the shorter global wires also discussed will only waste routing resources if they are routed at these fat levels. So, we allow for the classification of global wires between “shorter” global wires and “extreme” global wires. The former will have greater numbers but shorter average lengths whereas the latter will be very few in absolute numbers but their length can be significant. Given NTRS expectations for 9 metal
layers at 50-nm, four layers remain for global usage (3 for local and 2 for semi-global). We further break this into two fat layers and two layers which will have ~1/2 the pitch and thickness of the fat layers. Using $P_{fat} = 2 \, \mu m$, we find the routing requirements to be 656.5 mm$^2$ by approximating that 2/3 of the wires will be routed on the lower global layers since their capacity is doubled.

Our analysis indicates that vias block 15% of metal 8, 14% of metal 7, and 27% of metal 6 in this wiring scheme. Power and ground distribution accounts for ~5% on the top level (flip-chip is used with ~10 mV voltage drop) and 2% on subsequent layers. Clock distribution (both local and global) is found to consume 5% of routing area on the top 2 levels (we estimate that, in order to limit process variation, a shielding plate is used underneath the top level distribution) and none of the other global layers. Summing these contributions, we find a total available routing area of 806 mm$^2$. This system is therefore wirable, even in the presence of anticipated shield wires.

This analysis indicates that by adding global wiring layers during each generation (while remaining within the bounds of NTRS expected metal layers), large-scale microprocessors remain wirable at 50-nm (~1 billion transistors). For instance, six of the nine metallization levels at this process technology should be used solely for global routing, where global routing is defined as routing among 50,000 gate modules.

3. Routing Hierarchy

Our analysis indicates that due to global RC delays as well as time-of-flight considerations, the global clock will necessarily be slower than the achievable local clock frequency. We expect this 2-clock architecture to evolve around the 130-nm generation, which is one generation later (excluding the 150-nm generation) than predicted in the NTRS. The local clock speed will be set roughly by the delay time through 10 loaded gates (approximately 8 to 10 GHz at 50-nm). This will continue to rise as long as faster devices can be made. However, the global clock speed will be set by the propagation delay of the longest global interconnect. Obviously, it is in the best interests of the designer to keep the global clock as fast as possible (or as close to the local clock as possible, in order to reduce latency that will be associated with global accesses). This problem of increasing the global clock speed becomes equivalent to reducing the length of the longest global interconnect. Thus, timing-driven floorplanning will be key in that reducing the pathological wirelength from $2^*D_c$ to $D_c$ will effectively double the global clock speed (since repeaters reduce the delay problem to a linear one).

What is the size of a locally clocked, or isochronous region at 50 nm? This question can be answered by determining how far we can transmit a signal within a single local clock cycle. Using the top-level fat wiring ($P_{min} = 2 \, \mu m$), we find that, in 80% of the 10 GHz local clock cycle, $L_{max}$ is about 14 mm. This value corresponds to 16 isochronous regions with an area of 47 mm$^2$ each. However, a different approach could be used to determine isochronous region size. Using lower levels of metal (not fat wiring), we will obtain a smaller value of $L_{max}$, leading to more isochronous regions. The advantage here is the exclusion of fat wiring from being used inside of these locally clocked zones, freeing up more routing tracks for longer global wiring.

This point forms the basis for a new wiring hierarchy which complements the envisioned DSM design hierarchy. The design hierarchy at 130-nm and beyond consists of 3 levels – the global level, the isochronous level, and the module level. The optimal wiring hierarchy used to interconnect these designs also consists of 3 levels – global routing (connecting elements at global clock frequency), semi-global routing (connecting modules within isochronous regions), and local routing (connecting gates within modules). In this manner, each level of the wiring hierarchy has a dedicated purpose; to provide connectivity for its corresponding level of the design hierarchy. Figure 8 and Table 3 further explain this new wiring hierarchy. Having outlined our general approach to managing global interconnect, we now consider a number of particular factors that might also inhibit global wiring performance in deep submicron.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50-nm ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>Fat 2 levels</th>
<th>$\frac{1}{2}$ Fat 2 levels</th>
<th>Semi-global 2 levels</th>
<th>Local 3 levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILD Thickness</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Back-end process parameters for a 50-nm microprocessor using the proposed wiring hierarchy.

![Figure 8. Application of new wiring hierarchy to a 50 nm microprocessor.](image-url)
width is given by 0.35 / T_{rise}, which corresponds to a cut-off frequency at the -3 dB points [11]. For instance, a 1 GHz signal with 100 ps rise/fall times has a 3-dB bandwidth of 3.5 GHz, which is significantly greater than the operating frequency.

If the product of inductance and angular frequency (2π * 0.35 / T_{rise}) is comparable to the line resistance, a first-order statement that inductive effects are important can be made. More accurately, expressions from [12] are used to define a range of line lengths at which inductance should be considered. The expression from [12] is given here and describes an interval of wirelengths where inductive effects are important. This interval is determined by back-end electrical characteristics (R, L, and C per unit length) as well as the signal rise time.

\[
\frac{T_{rise}}{2\pi LC} < \text{Length} < \frac{2}{R \sqrt{LC}}
\]  

(3)

Equation (3) assumes that the line is being properly driven -- overdriving RLC lines results in ringing effects and additional delay. We have applied this expression to all generations of technology to determine the relevant wirelengths with regard to inductance. Interconnect characteristics are extracted using a 2-D field solver. Figures 9 and 10 examine the relationship between the intervals found and the critical line lengths. Fat wiring is used at W_{min}. Wider wires have also been studied; their smaller resistance and larger capacitance make the range of significant wirelengths much greater in these cases. Minimum pitch global wiring at 250-nm does not demonstrate inductive effects even for very large spacings to ground (e.g. 20+ pitches). Global wires that are 3*S_{min} see inductive effects when the spacing to ground is larger than 3.5*S_{min}. If L_{crit} is smaller than the lower limit of (3), we can safely say that inductive effects are unimportant since signals larger than L_{crit} will not be routed without buffering (for delay reasons). Spacing to ground lines is varied in these figures to show the importance of having a nearby current return path -- this can be accomplished by using shield wires as demonstrated in Figure 11 [13]. Results indicate that the range of inductive effects expands for scaled processes to include more and more of the useful wirelength spectrum for a design. At 50-nm, for example, the use of fat wires will require shield wires within 3 minimum spacings for almost all global signals. This extensive use of shield wires will drastically reduce routing density, further emphasizing the need for added global metallization levels. Finally, it is important to re-emphasize that overdriving global lines (using overly large drivers with small internal impedances) can create inductance problems (e.g. ringing effects, added delay) even for line lengths which do not fall into the aforementioned range of wirelengths. This point will create an additional device sizing constraint in the design phase.

5. Clock Distribution

Another significant issue concerning chip-level interconnect is that of clock distribution. As the clock cycle shrinks, we see a corresponding drop in allowable clock skew. However, larger die sizes mean that a larger overall clock distribution network must be provided. These two points lead to a fine-grain clock network in which the growing network is made up of increasing numbers of shrinking components. In this section, we apply the well-established buffered H-tree to future designs to determine if it can continue to provide low-skew, high-speed clock distribution.

Concentrating on local skew, we use BACPAC (Berkeley Advanced Chip Performance Calculator) to find the required size of an H-tree for a 50-nm design [14]. For a local clock cycle of 100 ps, we allot 5% of this to local skew and 5% to global skew. Modeling of global clock skew is complex since it requires an estimation of process variation at all intermediate levels of the H-tree. On the other hand, local skew is determined mainly by the size of a cluster (smallest component of an H-tree) and localized process variation at the last level of buffering. Based on the delay model of [15], the expression for local clock skew becomes:

\[
T_{skew} = 0.377\left(1.1^2R_{wire}C_{wire}L^2 + 1.1R_{wire}LC_{latches}\right) + 0.693\left(1.1^2C_{wire}LR_{device}\right)
\]  

(4)

The factors of 1.1 account for 10% variation in key parameters such as wiring resistance, capacitance, and device resistance. The term C_{latches} accounts for the destination capacitance of the clock driver which consists mainly of clocked transistors in latches. A heuristic is developed to estimate the number of latches along the path of interest (middle of cluster to corner). By setting (4) to 5% of the local clock period, we find the longest possible wirelength that can be driven. The total number of clusters in the clock tree is determined by dividing the total chip area by the cluster area (L²) and rounding up to the next feasible value (e.g. 16 or 64).

Using this approach at 50-nm, an appropriate H-tree contains 4096 clusters and yields local skew of ~ 1 ps, or 10% of a loaded gate delay. Each cluster has a size of 0.183 mm² and contains 1 or...
2 50,000 gate modules. This clock tree corresponds to the local clock distribution – the global clock must also be distributed over the entire die. While a clock tree containing 4096 clusters seems complex, the buffered H-tree structure has significant advantages that may allow it to continue as the clock network of choice in DSM. It does not use large amounts of wiring, has relatively low power consumption (compared to grid-based networks), and CAD tools exist to exploit the regularity of its structure in the design phase. An overlay of global and local clock trees is shown in Figure 12, with 256 clusters in the global tree.

From this discussion, it seems possible that local clock skew can be manageable at DSM geometries and clock speeds. However, we have neglected the impact of global skew to this point which may be the most important component of skew due to the large die sizes expected in the future. If global clock skew becomes a bottleneck in chip design, new design styles must be looked at. Currently a potentially exciting new area of research lies in moving the clock distribution network from on-chip to the package level [16]. Specifically, the use of flip-chip packaging allows for easy signal distribution since connection can be made anywhere on the die as opposed to only the periphery [17]. Also, flip-chip packaging has low parasitics (inductance, capacitance) so that the package-to-chip connection is relatively clean. In general, package-level RC parameters are 3 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller than those found in on-chip applications, allowing for easy transmission of digital waveforms over a large area (e.g. 750 mm²) with little attenuation. Using this technique, global clock skew can be minimized while local clock skew is kept low by using smaller clusters within a clock tree.

6. Noise

The issues of L\*di/dt noise and crosstalk noise are significant in that, given current design techniques, both issues are expected to become more problematic. Flip-chip packaging presents itself as a partial solution to L\*di/dt noise since flip-chip has very low inductive parasitics compared to wirebonding.

Crosstalk noise and delay degradation are also important due to the dominance of coupling capacitance over ground capacitance. Based on the interconnect scaling scenario presented here (aspect ratio of 1.5 for global lines, unscaled minimum pitch) and the analytical crosstalk model of [18], we have found that crosstalk at the global level will not be as significant as the local level due to the use of large repeaters – their capacitance will dampen the effects of coupling capacitance. For instance, the maximum line length of L_{crit} has a crosstalk voltage of 60 to 80 mV at 50-nm depending on whether delay-optimal or area-optimal repeaters are used. This corresponds to 10-13% of the supply voltage, which is not extremely high. Values over 20% are usually considered problematic [9]. However, the use of scaled global wires will lead to larger values of crosstalk since S_{min} will be decreased. This is further evidence that the fat wiring scheme provides optimal performance. Delay degradation of critical timing paths will need to be limited by the use of shield wires, which are also helpful in reducing inductive effects. It is very unlikely, however, that a long net will have two neighbors for its entire run and these signals will switch simultaneously. Even in this instance, we expect only a 30% rise in delay for an optimally driven line of length L_{crit}. Nonetheless, 30% delay variation is unacceptable on critical timing paths, hence the need for shield wires.

7. Power Distribution

Voltage drop in the power distribution networks of large-scale designs is a function of the peak current being drawn from the supply as well as the distribution network resistance. Significant IR drops (e.g. > 5% of V_{dd}) lead to delay variation and reduced noise margins. With rising power consumption yet dropping V_{dd}, the supply current in future microprocessors will increase quickly. Also, larger wires are needed in order to reduce IR drops along with V_{dd}, which negatively impacts global routing. In this section, we develop analytical models for the voltage drop in a power distribution grid for two packaging technologies to help determine if DC voltage loss problems can be managed in DSM.

Power and ground on a chip are normally distributed using a grid of metal lines on each layer of metal with connections when equipotential lines cross each other. The power grid model of this section is adapted from [19]. The maximum IR drop is calculated for each metal layer and then summed to obtain the total drop from the pads to the silicon level. Our hierarchy consists of a pair of lines (V_{dd} and ground) running parallel at minimum spacing. The distance between lines of the same potential is called the grid pitch. For each grid pitch, there are two lines running the full chip length. We concentrate on the top layer of metal since the majority of the total voltage drop, V_{drop}, occurs there.

Conventional wirebonding constrains power pads to be located at the chip periphery, creating very long lines from the supplies to the middle of the die. Thus, wirebonding results in very wide power distribution lines on the top metal layer hampering the routing of other signals such as clock or global busses. We define the maximum voltage drop on the top layer in this case as:

\[
V_{\text{top}} = I_{\text{top}} R_{\text{top}} = J_{\text{avg}} \frac{D_{c}}{2} P_{\text{top}} R_{\text{int}} \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{8} \frac{I_{\text{chp}}}{P_{\text{bump}}} R_{\text{int}}
\]  (5)

Here we define a total current and multiply by the worst-case resistance to the middle of the die. The current density is determined by calculating the total current on the chip (Power/V_{dd}) and assuming it is uniformly distributed. The current distribution area of concern is defined as D_{c}/2 (D_{c} is the chip-edge length) times the power grid pitch on the top level. Remaining layers in the power grid have a similar expression for voltage drop, except the maximum wirelength that the voltage drop can occur over is reduced to half the pitch of the above layer grid.

Flip-chip technology allows for V_{dd}/GND to be distributed anywhere on the die using solder bumps. If V_{dd} and ground bumps alternate, then the effective distance between power connections to the grid becomes 2 * P_{bump}, where P_{bump} is the bump pad pitch. The effective length of the worst-case resistive path from pad to underlying level has therefore been decreased from D_{c}/2 to P_{bump}. This reduction corresponds to about a 50X change which can be directly translated to thinner wires and lower voltage drops. The expression for voltage drop on the top layer for flip-chip technology is:

\[
V_{\text{top}} = I_{\text{top}} R_{\text{top}} = J_{\text{avg}} 2P_{\text{bump}} R_{\text{int}} P_{\text{bump}} \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{8} \frac{I_{\text{chp}}}{P_{\text{bump}}} R_{\text{int}}
\]  (6)

From (5), we see that a reduction in either top-level grid pitch or interconnect resistance is required to maintain a tolerable V_{top-}
Since $R_{int}$ scales as $(1 / \text{linewidth})$, we find that these 2 parameters have an inverse relationship. Hence, reducing line resistance for a fixed pitch (or vice versa) can be taken as the main objective. However, such a reduction requires the use of wider lines and eventually the entire upper layer will be consumed by power distribution routing. In addition, wiringbonding pad pitches will have difficulties scaling to meet rising I/O pad number requirements. For these reasons, the continued use of wiringbonding techniques is not a scalable concept. On the other hand, flip-chip allows for small IR drops, arbitrary signal distribution to limit global wirelengths, and reduced simultaneous switching noise.

8. Summary and Conclusions

This work aims to thoroughly examine the role of global interconnect in determining future system performance. In particular we aimed to determine whether global wiring issues could be managed in the context of the highly modular approach suggested in [1]. We found that the current practice of scaling global wires is not sustainable beyond the 180-nm generation due to the rising RC delays of scaled-dimension conductors. Furthermore, we have reinforced the notion that there will be a divergence of local and global clock speeds at the 130-nm technology node due to the effects of time-of-flight and wiring RC delays. To combat the RC problem, we recommend the use of fat global wires as described in [6]. In this study we used a comprehensive analysis of routing resources in a 50-nm microprocessor to determine whether the fat wiring scheme (with $P = 2 \mu m$) is feasible. We found that, by using additional metal layers for global routing, the fat wiring scheme is indeed scalable into DSM. The role of clock distribution in future designs is also studied with the conclusion that the buffered H-tree clock network will enable low values of local skew as long as the number of clusters can be increased. Global skew, while not explicitly modeled, may require moving the global clock distribution network off-chip to the package level where wiring RC is much smaller. Noise issues are also discussed; $L^*d/dt$ noise and power supply IR drop become much less significant with the use of flip-chip packaging. A model of IR drop was presented which demonstrated that conventional wiringbonding packaging is non-scalable in terms of power supply reliability. Inductive issues were discussed by examining the importance of inductance for various line lengths in different technologies. We found that inductance is becoming a more significant problem, especially when using the fat-wire scheme with low resistance wiring. By using shield wires and trading off routing density, inductive effects should be containable for the most part.

Constructively, we propose a wiring hierarchy which complements the modular design methodology proposed in [1]. This modular methodology proposes the use of 50,000 to 100,000 gate modules of logic to eliminate the impact of interconnect at the local level. These modules are arranged together in isochronous (or locally-clocked) regions which run at a higher clock speed than the global clock. These isochronous regions come together to form the entire design. The wiring hierarchy applies different levels of wiring to route each level of the design hierarchy. Local routing, where minimum pitch is set by lithography capabilities, is used within the modules. Semi-global routing, whose dimensions are a fixed multiple of the local routing for each generation (i.e. semi-global dimensions scale with processes), is used exclusively within isochronous regions. Finally, fat global routing connects these isochronous regions with very long wires. Using this wiring paradigm, we demonstrate a possible back-end structure for a 50-nm microprocessor.

In conclusion, it is clear that managing the aspects of interconnect delay, clock skew, noise, inductance, IR drop, and routing resources is significantly more challenging at the global level than at the module level. Nevertheless, having analyzed the key deep submicron effects we believe that we have outlined a methodology that addresses these effects. To enable the use of the proposed methodology a number of key technologies are required: fat wires; attention to device sizing, buffering, repeater and shield wire insertion; a regular (e.g. H-tree) structure for local clock distribution; and possibly a flip-chip packaging approach for global clock distribution. The absence of any one of these technologies would require a re-evaluation of the methodology, but orchestration of all of these techniques together in the proposed methodology appears to be sufficient to enable designs to meet or exceed projected NTRS speeds for future process generations.
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